CRITICAL ISSUES IN CRIME & SOCIETY

EVERYDAY DESISTANCE
The Transition to Adulthood Among Formerly Incarcerated Youth
Laura S. Abrams & Diane Terry
In Everyday Desistance, the authors examine the transition to adulthood among twenty-five formerly incarcerated young men and women in Los Angeles, California. They describe their day-to-day experiences, focusing on their attempts to surmount the challenges of adulthood, resist the temptations of criminal activity, and formulate their long-term goals for a secure adult future.

ADDICTED TO REHAB
Race, Gender, and Drugs in the Era of Mass Incarceration
Allison McKim
“While most people struggle to get out of rehab, Allison McKim fought her way in to study it—and came out with a brilliant, nuanced, fascinating, and original account of the different ways addiction is defined and addressed in the contemporary U.S. This is a critical contribution to our understandings of drugs, criminal justice, and the gender politics of mass incarceration.”
—Lyne Haney, New York University

POLICE, POWER, AND THE PRODUCTION OF RACIAL BOUNDARIES
Ana Munitz
Police, Power, and the Production of Racial Boundaries reveals how the LAPD, city prosecutors, and business owners struggled to control who should be considered “dangerous” and how they should be policed in Los Angeles.

PRISON AND SOCIAL DEATH
Joshua M. Price
“Prison and Social Death offers a look into the carceral state through a methodologically delicate participatory action research project. A significant text for students of prison studies, critical participatory methods and community based policy research.”
—Michelle Fine, Distinguished Professor of Critical Psychology, The Graduate Center, CUNY

MISCONCEPTION
Social Class and Infertility in America
Ann V. Bell
“Exceptionally well written and vigorously researched, Misconception challenges common understandings of infertility. Bell illustrates how stereotypes of who should be mothers affect women’s infertility understandings of infertility. Bell illustrates how stereotypes of who should be mothers affect women’s infertility experiences, focusing on their attempts to surmount the challenges of adulthood, resist the temptations of criminal activity, and formulate their long-term goals for a secure adult future.

WHEN RIOT COPS ARE NOT ENOUGH
The Policing and Reproduction of Occupy Oakland
Mike King
“Vital, important and compelling, Mike King offers a nuanced accounting of the cat-and-mouse game of social protest and social control. Grounded in the experience of Occupy Oakland, When Riot Cops Are Not Enough is immediately relevant to the upcoming generation of militant activists, engaged scholars and community police.”
—Michael White, author of The End of Protest

TRAPPED IN A VICE
The Consequences of Confinement for Young People
Alexandra Cox
Trapped in a VICE explores the lives of the young people in the criminal justice system, revealing the ways that they struggle to manage the expectations of that system; these stories from the ground level of the justice system demonstrate the complex exchange of policy and practice.

SEX OFFENDERS, STIGMA, AND SOCIAL CONTROL
Diana Rickard
“Rickard’s work is an important one on a subject that has not adequately been studied, namely the status of sex offenders and the present ‘moral panic.’ Clear, organized, and well-researched, Sex Offenders, Stigma, and Social Control is both distinctive and brave.”
—Lynn Chancer, Hunter College

THE FORGOTTEN MEN
Serving a Life without Parole Sentence
Margaret E. Leigey
“The Forgotten Men is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the human costs of mass incarceration in America. Helplessly and compassionately account of injustice, inhumane punishment and the resilience of the human spirit, the book bars the devastating consequences of unnecessarily extreme sentencing policies.”
—Jennifer Turner, author of A Living Death: Life without Parole for Nonviolent Offenses

GOING VIRAL
Zombies, Viruses, and the End of the World
Dahlia Schweitzer
From 28 Days Later to 24 to The Walking Dead, movies, TV shows, and books are filled with zombie viruses, bioengineered plagues, and disease-ravaged bands of survivors. Going Viral analyzes why outbreak narratives have infected our public discourse and how they have affected the way Americans view the world.

SHADES OF WHITE FLIGHT
Evangelical Congregations and Urban Departure
Mark T. Seifert
Revealing how a dominant form of evangelical church polity—congregationalism—functioned within the larger phenomenon of white flight, Shades of White Flight lends new insights into the role of religion and how it can affect social change, for the better.

25th Anniversary Edition
LOFT LIVING
Culture and Capital in Urban Change
Sharon Zukin
“Zukin entered the tangled world of zoning law, development politics, and real estate markets, analyzed documents and conducted interviews until she understood that world and was able to make us understand it, and emerged with a persuasive analysis of what may be the fundamental model for urban change.”
—American Journal of Sociology
SPECIAL OFFERS FROM RU

SAVING FACE
The Emotional Costs of the Asian Immigrant Family Myth
Angie Y. Chung
“Well-written and engaging, Saving Face takes a novel approach of exploring the emotional life of Chinese and Korean immigrant families.”
—Nadii Klibra, Boston University
256 pp • 6 x 9 • 978-0-8135-6981-9
paper • $28.95

CARING ON THE CLOCK
The Complexities and Contradictions of Paid Care Work
Edited by Elizabeth Deng, Amy Armenia, and Claire L. Stacey
“With sophistication and flair, contributors analyze the stark exploitation of paid carers, the nuances of client-career interactions, and labor struggle to improve pay and conditions in this skyrocketing field.”
—Ruth Milkman, City University of New York Graduate Center
350 pp • figures, 15 tables • 978-0-8135-6311-4
paper • $32.95

FAMILIES IN FOCUS

LABOR OF LOVE
Gestational Surrogacy and the Work of Making Babies
Heather Jacobson
“Labor of Love beautifully illuminates the work of surrogacy, exploring a world in which women have children for other women. Jacobson skillfully interweaves stories of actual participants with commentary and analysis, providing original insights into the complexities of reproduction.”
—Naomi Cahn, Harold H. Greene Chair, GWU Law School
224 pp • 978-0-8135-6950-5
paper • $28.95

RAISING THE HEAT
Women Chefs and Gender Inequality in the Professional Kitchen
Deborah A. Harris and Patti Giuffre
“Tackling the heat. Harris and Giuffre analyze the experiences of and reception toward women working as chefs to highlight a fascinating case study of the economic and cultural capital men can accrue through masculinizing so-called ‘women’s work.’”
—Kristen Schilt, The University of Chicago
246 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7125-6
paper • $27.95

STYLING MASCULINITY
Gender, Class, and Inequality in the Men’s Grooming Industry
Kristen Barber
“What does it mean that contemporary men are going to salons, getting their nails done, or dying their hair? Kristen Barber examines how these practices are intimately related to shifting definitions of masculinity, and actually buttress gender, race, and class inequalities. A compelling and colorful read.”
—C. J. Pascoe, author of Oude, You’re a Fag: Masculinity and Sexuality in High School
256 pp • 1 figure, 4 tables • 978-0-8135-6552-1
paper • $27.95

JOB LOSS, IDENTITY, AND MENTAL HEALTH
Dawn R. Norris
“Norris’s work is an accessible and engaging exploration of the effects that involuntary job loss has on people’s identities and their psychological health. Both informative and comprehensive, Job Loss, Identity, and Mental Health is a well written and very worthwhile book.”
—Tim Strangeman, University of Kent, UK
202 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7380-9
cloth • $90.00s

PRODUCING EXCELLENCE
The Making of Virtuosos
Izabela Wagner
“Producing Excellence sheds new light on the development of exceptional musical talent, as well as draw much larger conclusions as to ‘producing prodigy’ in other competition-prone areas such as sports, sciences, the professions, and other arts.”
336 pp • 1 table • 978-0-8135-7005-1
paper • $34.95

TRANSFORMING THE ACADEMY
Faculty Perspectives on Diversity and Pedagogy
Sarah Willie-LeBreton
“This inspiring book wonderfully fuses scholarship, personal experiences, and pragmatism, offering penetrating analyses of the challenges and benefits of living and teaching diversity and identifying conditions needed for transformation.”
—Women’s Review of Books
192 pp • 978-0-8135-6468-5
paper • $28.95

URBAN NIGHTLIFE
Entertaining Race, Class, and Culture in Public Space
Reuben A. Buford May
“Buford May tells a nuanced story about racial interaction in public space that is rarely conveyed. Using the concept ‘integrated segregation,’ May’s discussion of urban nightlife enhances our understanding of race, class, and culture in America.”
—William Julius Wilson, Harvard University
224 pp • 3 figures • 978-0-8135-6938-3
paper • $26.95

WHEN GOOD JOBS GO BAD
Globalization, De-unionization, and Declining Job Quality in the North American Auto Industry
Jeffrey S. Rothstein
“An important and insightful intervention in the discussions of industrial upgrading and the auto industry, Rothstein provides a striking critique of lean production and the decline of good jobs.”
—Nancy Plankey-Videla, author of We Are in This Dance Together
192 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7605-3
paper • $26.95

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE
The Politics of Health Care for Native American Women
Barbara Gurr
“Gurr does not present Native women as theorists about these policies. She looks to the promising ways forward offered by Native reproductive justice organizers, while not romanticizing the impact this work has had on communities overall.”
—Women’s Review of Books
272 pp • 3 tables • 978-0-8135-6198-1
paper • $27.95

TAKING THE HEAT
Women and the Search for Work and Respect
Raising the Race
Riché J. Daniel Barnes
“Tackling the heat. Harris and Giuffre analyze the experiences of and reception toward women working as chefs to highlight a fascinating case study of the economic and cultural capital men can accrue through masculinizing so-called ‘women’s work.’”
—Kristen Schilt, The University of Chicago
246 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7125-6
paper • $27.95

RISING THE HEAT
Black Career Women Redefine Marriage, Motherhood, and Community
Riché J. Daniel Barnes
“Tackling the heat. Harris and Giuffre analyze the experiences of and reception toward women working as chefs to highlight a fascinating case study of the economic and cultural capital men can accrue through masculinizing so-called ‘women’s work.’”
—Kristen Schilt, The University of Chicago
246 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7125-6
paper • $27.95

U.S. AND DIVERSITY
Integration in Black America
Deborah A. Harris
“Tackling the heat. Harris and Giuffre analyze the experiences of and reception toward women working as chefs to highlight a fascinating case study of the economic and cultural capital men can accrue through masculinizing so-called ‘women’s work.’”
—Kristen Schilt, The University of Chicago
246 pp • 1 figure, 2 tables • 978-0-8135-7125-6
paper • $27.95
RUTGERS SERIES IN CHILDHOOD STUDIES

COMPLICATED LIVES
Girls, Parents, Drugs, and Juvenile Justice
Vera Lopez
Complicated Lives focuses on the lives of sixty-five drug-using girls in the juvenile justice system who grew up in families characterized by parental drug use, violence, and child maltreatment. Vera Lopez’s work examines how these relationships with their parents contribute to the girls’ future drug use and involvement in the justice system.

246 pp • 2 figures, 3 tables • 978-0-8135-6854-0 • paper • $34.95S

RACE AMONG FRIENDS
Exploring Race at a Suburban School
Marianne Modica
Race among Friends focuses on a “racially friendly” suburban charter school called Excellence Academy, highlighting the ways that students and teachers think about race and act out racial identity. Modica finds that even in an environment where students of all racial backgrounds worked to play together harmoniously, race affects the daily experiences of students and teachers in profound but unexamined ways.

192 pp • 1 halftone, 3 tables • 978-0-8135-7343-4 • paper • $26.95S

WHY AFTER SCHOOL MATTERS
Ingrid A. Nelson
“Professor Nelson has written a valuable and unique contribution to the growing literature on the impact of out-of-school-time programs on the development of youth. Impressive and engaging, Why After School Matters is a timely and important work.”
—Richard M. Lerner, Bergstrom Chair and Director, Institute for Applied Research in Youth Development, Tufts University

224 pp • 978-0-8135-8493-5 • paper • $27.95S

BLAMING THE POOR
The Long Shadow of the Moynihan Report on Crue Images about Poverty
Susan D. Greenbaum
A leading authority on poverty and racism, Greenbaum dismantles the main thesis of the Moynihan Report—the so-called matriarchal structure of the African American family led to a host of ills, from teen pregnancy to adult crime. Greenbaum outlines more productive and humane policies to address the problems facing America today.

190 pp • 978-0-8135-7413-4 • paper • $26.95S

IN LADY LIBERTY'S SHADOW
The Politics of Race and Immigration in New Jersey
Robyn Magalit Rodríguez
“Rightly marking 9/11 as a political launchpad for the latest era of xenophobia and racism, Rodríguez vividly brings together the too-often separate narratives of race and empire, of Trayvon Martin and San Bernadino. This is a deeply personal, refreshingly vulnerable, and urgent piece of scholarship.”—Soya Jung, senior partner, ChangeLab

256 pp • 9 photos • 978-0-8135-7008-2 • paper • $19.95S

A YEAR IN WHITE
Cultural Newcomers to Lukumi and Santería in the United States
C. Lynn Carr
Offering insight not only into Santería but also into religion more generally, A Year in White makes an important contribution to our understanding of complex, dynamic religious landscapes in multicultural, pluralist societies and how they inhabit our daily lives.

256 pp • 4 graphs, 5 tables • 978-0-8135-7119-5 • paper • $27.95S

CRITICAL ISSUES IN HEALTH & MEDICINE

LADY LUSHES
Gender, Alcoholism, and Medicine in Modern America
Michelle L. McClellan
In Lady Lushes, medical historian Michelle L. McClellan traces the story of a female alcoholic from the late-nineteenth through the twentieth century. She draws on a range of sources—including medical literature, archival materials, popular media, and autobiographical writings of alcoholic women—to demonstrate the persistence of the belief that alcoholism is antithetical to an idealized feminine role.

234 pp • 978-0-8135-7697-8 • paper • $29.95S

TRANSPLANTING CARE
Shifting Commitments in Health and Care in the United States
Laura L. Heinemann
“Succinct, convincing, and organized, Transplanting Care provides a thoughtful, ethnographically rich account of the day-to-day care involved in looking after transplant recipients before, during, and after their transplant surgeries.”—Lesley A. Sharp, Ann Whitney Olin Professor of Anthropology, Barnard College

208 pp • 978-0-8135-7442-4 • paper • $27.95S

AFTER CAPITALISM
Horizons of Finance, Culture, and Citizenship
Edited by Kennan Ferguson and Patrice Petro
“Imagination and passion fuel these essays, which confront the worst of capitalism’s violence and the terrors of capitalism’s aftermath. A timely and well-edited collection.”—After Capitalism begins a crucial conversation among political economies, representation and imaging, and geopolitical mapping.”—José Villarejo, Cornell University

256 pp • 978-0-8135-8426-3 • paper • $27.95S

THE DOMINICAN RACIAL IMAGINARY
Surveysing the Landscape of Race and Nation in Hispaniola
Milagros Ricourt
“A necessary book to rethink Dominican racial identities. Ricourt challenges the hegemonic national imaginary and breaks the Western alternative discourses and practices highlighting the presence of Dominican Black identities and culture.”—Jose Itzigsohn, Brown University

224 pp • 15 photos, 2 figures, 2 maps, 8 tables • 978-0-8135-8447-8 • paper • $27.95S

DADS, KIDS, AND FITNESS
A Father’s Guide to Family Health
William Marsiglio
“Powerful and informative, Dads, Kids, and Fitness is a wellspring of insights into fathering, family dynamics, and health and fitness concerns. Readers will walk away finding slices of relevance to their own lives and relationships with their kids.”
—Don Sabo, professor emeritus, D’Youville College

256 pp • 6 x 9 • 978-0-8135-8486-7 • cloth • $25.95T

SOCIOLOGY ON FILM
Postwar Hollywood’s Commodity
Chris Cagle
“Sociology on Film delivers intriguing new insights on the operations of Hollywood in the postwar years and its complex, muted engagement with the problems of social and industrial modernity.”
—Lee Grievson, University College London

194 pp • 15 photos, 6 tables • 6 x 9 • 978-0-8135-7963-0 • paper • $26.95S

PATRICIA PETRO
Critical Issues in Health & Medicine
NO SLAM DUNK
Gender, Sport and the Unvenness of Social Change
Cheryl Cooky, Michael A. Messner
No Slam Dunk provides important theoretical and empirical insights into the contemporary world of sports to help explain the unevenness of social change and how, despite significant progress, gender equality in sports has been “No Slam Dunk.”
314 pp • 4 b/w photos, 19 tables
978-0-8135-9204-6 • paper • $39.95S

WHY WOULD ANYONE DO THAT?
Lifestyle Sport in the Twenty-First Century
Stephen C. Poulson
"Poulson explores interesting, timely, and relevant questions about the nature of, and reasons for, participation in the sports of mountain-bike racing and triathlon in this engaging, persuasive, and extensively researched book.”
—Belinda Wheaton, University of Waikato, New Zealand
246 pp • 9 photos, 2 figures
978-0-8135-6443-2 • paper • $28.95S

INDIAN SPECTACLE
College Mascots and the Anxiety of Modern America
Jennifer Guilliano
Indian Spectacle explores the ways in which white, middle-class Americans have consumed narratives of masculinity, race, and collegiate athletics through the lens of Indian-themed athletic identities, mascots, and music.
174 pp • 13 photos
978-0-8135-6554-5 • paper • $27.95S

CHILD’S PLAY
Sport in Kids’ Worlds
Edited by Michael A. Messner and Michela Musto
"A carefully crafted and meticulously organized anthology, Child’s Play provides a much needed research agenda for studying physical activities and sport participation among young people, and serves as a valuable source of information for any parent or adult concerned about youth sports.”
—Jay Coakley, author of Sports in Society: Issues and Controversies
268 pp • 4 illustrations, 8 graphs, 3 tables
978-0-8135-7145-4 • paper • $29.95S

A QUEERLY JOYFUL NOISE
Choral Musicizing for Social Justice
Julia “Jules” Balen
“Balen accurately unwraps our shared queer choral musicizing with vision and depth while also tracing our connections to other contemporary movements for social justice and equality. In addition, she is able to capture familiar choral issues, events, rehearsals, and performance experiences with humor and aha moments. Wonderfully readable and well researched. Enthusiastically recommended.”
—Dr. Catherine Roma, founder of Anna Crusis Women’s Choir and current conductor of Hope Thru Harmony
Women’s Choir
224 pp • 15 illustrations • 978-0-8135-8838-4 paper • $24.95

BLOOD ON THEIR HANDS
How Greedy Companies, Inept Bureaucracy, and Bad Science Killed Thousands of Hemophiliacs
Eric Weihenmayer, Donna Shalala
By the mid-1980s, over half the hemophilia in the United States had become infected with HIV. Blood on Their Hands reveals the toxic combination of corporate greed, governmental complicity, and medical negligence that exacerbated this public health disaster.
304 pp • 19 photos • 978-0-8135-7622-0 text + cloth $34.95T

PARKOUR AND THE CITY
Risk, Masculinity, and Meaning in a Postmodem Sport
Jeffrey L. Kidder
"Kidder reveals the complex ways in which parkour participants engage with risk as a contemporary hyperbolic force of sporting masculinity. Parkour and the City reveals many of the paradoxes of informal lifestyle sporting activities and the ways they resonate with postmodern culture.”
—Belinda Wheaton, University of Waikato
216 pp • 27 photos • 978-0-8135-7195-9 • paper • $29.95

WHEN WOMEN RULE THE COURT
Gender, Race, and Japanese American Basketball
Megumi Iwasaki
"Iwasaki provides a detailed account of how race, gender, class, and postcolonial formations of power shape these ideas and regulatory practices and makes a convincing case to rethink the power of regulation in sports and how it separates athletes as a discrete and privileged class of citizens subject to a unique set of rules because of their physical attributes and abilities.
246 pp • 5 photos • 978-0-8135-6595-3 paper • $28.95S

IRON DAYS
Managing Family, Work, and Endurance Sport Identities
Dorla Troy Cohen
“Lucid, accessible, and engaging, Iron Days reveals a simultaneously lauded but worrying athletic world whose tentacles inevitably affect family and workplace.”
—Kevin Young, University of Calgary
210 pp • 3 tables • 978-0-8135-7094-5 • paper • $26.95S

TESTING FOR ATHLETE CITIZENSHIP
Regulating Doping and Sex in Sport
Jennifer Willms
"Willms provides a meaning-laden account of how race, gender, class, and postcolonial formations of power shape these ideas and regulatory practices and makes a convincing case to rethink the power of regulation in sports and how it separates athletes as a discrete and privileged class of citizens subject to a unique set of rules because of their physical attributes and abilities.
246 pp • 5 photos • 978-0-8135-6595-3 paper • $28.95S

MAKING WHOLE WHAT HAS BEEN SMASHED
On Reparations Politics
John Torpey
"John Torpey identifies momentous trends in a splendid, far-ranging inquiry. Critical, yet balanced and humane, Torpey presents a savvy, deeply-informed analysis that should be contemplated by all who seek a better global future. I couldn’t recommend him more enthusiastically.”
—Michael R. Marrus, author of The Holocaust in History
232 pp • 2 figures • 978-0-8135-9223-7 • paper • $24.95

KILLING POETRY
Blackness and the Making of Slam and Spoken Word Communities
Jayda Rodriguez
"Johnson’s Killing Poetry provides a rich opportunity for us to explore a world of competitive art-making hidden to most. Killing Poetry’s dynamic attention to the specific racial, gendered, sexual, and geographical valences in the spoken word community means that it is essential in its practice of ‘deep listening’ and complex thinking. Javon Johnson transfers his truly gifted eye as a spoken word and creative artist, to the critical work of studying performance and its other attendants.”
—Jeffrey Q. McCune, Jr., author of Sexual Discretion: Black Masculinity and the Politics of Passing
170 pp • 1 illustration • 978-0-8135-8001-2 paper • $19.95S

CRITICAL ISSUES IN SPORT & SOCIETY
COLLEGE IN PRISON
Reading in an Age of Mass Incarceration
Daniel Karpowitz

“College in Prison is a deeply thoughtful meditation on one of the most pressing issues related to the U.S. mass incarceration crisis: the inimitable, invaluable power of higher education behind bars. Karpowitz approaches this vital subject with the sensitivity of a practitioner and the meticulous analysis of a scholar, producing a worthy study that speaks to hearts and minds both.”—Baz Dreisinger, author of Incarceration Nations: A Journey to Justice in Prisons Around the World

160 pp + 978-0-8135-8412-6 • cloth • $24.95T

FAMILY TROUBLE
Middle-Class Parents, Children’s Problems, and The Disruption of Everyday Life
Ara Francis

“Family Trouble offers rich, empirically based insights into the everyday, relational and emotional processes that mark the distinctive forms of ‘concerted cultivation’ pursued by contemporary middle-class American families with ‘problem’ children.”

—Robert M. Emerson, professor emeritus of sociology at UCLA

192 pp • 4 tables + 978-0-8135-7052-5 • paper • $25.95S

WALKING ON THE WILD SIDE
Long-Distance Hiking on the Appalachian Trail
Kristi M. Fondren

Anyone who has hiked—or has ever dreamed of hiking—the Appalachian Trail will find this volume fascinating. Walking on the Wild Side captures a community for whom the trail is a sacred place, a place to which they have become attached, socially, emotionally, and spiritually.

176 pp • 1 map, 9 photos + 978-0-8135-7188-1 • paper • $24.95S

WORRIED SICK
How Stress Hurts Us and How to Bounce Back
Deborah Carr

Cutting through a sea of scientific research and theories, Worried Sick answers many questions about how stress gets under our skin, makes us sick, and how and why people cope with stress differently. Included are several standard stress and coping checklists, allowing readers to gauge their own stress levels.

90 pp • 2 figures, 4 tables + 978-0-8135-6537-8 • paper • $14.95T

CATCHING A CASE
Inequality and Fear in New York City’s Child Welfare System
Tina Lee

“Lee’s important contribution reveals embedded racism and classism within the child welfare system.”

—Aimee Cox, Fordham University

258 pp + 978-0-8135-7613-8 • paper • $27.95S
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